Ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) allows the separation of ionized molecules based on their charge-to-surface area (IM) and mass-to-charge ratio (MS), respectively. The IM drift time data that is obtained is used to calculate the ion-neutral collision cross section (CCS) of the ionized molecule with the neutral drift gas, which is directly related to the ion conformation and hence molecular size and shape. Studying the conformational landscape of these ionized molecules computationally provides interpretation to delineate the potential structures that these CCS values could represent, or conversely, structural motifs not consistent with the IM data. A challenge in the IM-MS community is the ability to rapidly compute conformations to interpret natural product data, a class of molecules exhibiting a broad range of biological activity. The diversity of biological activity is, in part, related to the unique structural characteristics often observed for natural products. Contemporary approaches to structurally interpret IM-MS data for peptides and proteins typically utilize molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to sample conformational space. However, MD calculations are computationally expensive, they require a force field that accurately describes the molecule of interest, and there is no simple metric that indicates when sufficient conformational sampling has been achieved. Distance geometry is a computationally inexpensive approach that creates conformations based on sampling different pair-wise distances between the atoms within the molecule and therefore does not require a force field. Progressively larger distance bounds can be used in distance geometry calculations, providing in principle a strategy to assess when all plausible conformations have been sampled. Our results suggest that distance geometry is a computationally efficient and potentially superior strategy for conformational analysis of natural products to interpret gas-phase CCS data.
Note that for brefeldin the distance geometry fails to generate conformations as small as the experimental range determined by IM-MS, and for ampicillin neither distance geometry nor MD-based conformational sampling generates any conformations consistent with the experimental CCS data. This most likely reflects small errors for both the experimental measurements and theoretical calculations, which is not surprising for molecules of this size (where the relative contribution of long range interaction potentials to CCS increases) under the experimental and theoretical methods presented in this manuscript. The most representative conformation generated with distance geometry from within the experimental range is shown for each natural product to the left of the mobility peak and a conformation that does not agree with the experimental measurement is shown on the right of the mobility peak to illustrate the coordination of computation with experiment for interpretation of structure. Representative conformations of brefeldin generated with both simulated annealing and distance geometry. The conformations shown in a-d) were generated with simulated annealing and are the four conformations that fall within the experimental CCS range. For distance geometry, none of the generated conformations fall within the experimental range. The conformation shown in e) is the conformation with the closest theoretical CCS to the experimental range. Each conformation is labeled with its theoretical CCS value and its theoretical energy. Carbon atoms are shown in dark grey, hydrogen in light grey, oxygen in red, nitrogen in blue, sulfur in yellow, and sodium in orange. Each conformation is labeled with its theoretical CCS value and its theoretical energy. All the conformations generated with distance geometry coordinate the cation at the carbonyl oxygen, which is the most electronegative oxygen according to the electrostatic potential that introduces the sodium cation. The short energy minimization that follows the introduction of the cation is not long enough to allow the sodium cation to sample further conformational space. The conformations that have the sodium cation coordinated to the carbonyl oxygen represent larger CCS values that do not align with the experimental measurements.
Figure S-17. Representative conformations of ampicillin generated with a) simulated annealing and b) distance geometry. Clustering data is not shown for ampicillin because none of the generated conformations aligned with the experimental CCS value. These conformations had theoretical CCS values that most closely aligned with the experimental CCS value. Carbon atoms are shown in dark grey, hydrogen in light grey, oxygen in red, nitrogen in blue, sulfur in yellow, and sodium in orange. Each conformation is labeled with its theoretical CCS value and its theoretical energy. The lack of overlap with experimental data is most likely representative of experimental conditions that were not optimized for molecules of this size. 
